In the paper we describe a new independence-based approach for learning Belief Networks. The proposed algorithm avoids some of the drawbacks of this approach by making an intensive use of low order conditional independence tests. Particularly, the set of zero-and ®rst-order independence statements are used in order to obtain a prior skeleton of the network, and also to ®x and remove arrows from this skeleton. Then, a re®nement procedure, based on minimum cardinality d-separating sets, which uses a small number of conditional independence tests of higher order, is carried out to produce the ®nal graph. Our algorithm needs an ordering of the variables in the model as the input. An algorithm that partially overcomes this problem is also presented. Ó
Introduction
Belief Networks (also called Bayesian networks, causal networks or in¯uence diagrams) are Knowledge-Based Systems that represent uncertain knowledge by means of both graphical structures, namely directed acyclic graphs (dags), and numerical parameters associated to these graphs. In a belief network, the qualitative component (the graph) represents dependence and independence statements: the absence of some arcs means the existence of certain conditional independence relationships between variables, and the presence of arcs may represent the existence of direct dependence relationships (if a causal interpretation is given, then the arcs signify the existence of direct causal in¯uences between the linked variables). The quantitative component is a collection of uncertainty measures, which shape the relationships, where the dominant approach is based on the use of probability measures [25] . These structures have been used in dierent applications, as fault diagnosis, medical expert systems, and software debugging [17] .
Once a complete belief network has been built, it constitutes an ecient device to perform inferences [24, 25] . However, there still remains the previous problem of building such a network, i.e., to provide the graph structure and the numerical parameters necessary for characterizing the network. So, an interesting task is then to develop automatic methods capable of learning the network directly from raw data, as an alternative or a complement [16] to the (dicult and time-consuming) method of eliciting opinions from experts.
Learning belief networks includes dierent problems: learning the structure, the parameters given a structure, hidden variables whose values are not present in the data, etc. In this paper we consider the problem of learning the structure of a belief network from data using independence-based criteria. The main contribution of this research lies in the development of a new algorithm which, by ®rst extracting as much information as possible of conditional independence tests of very low order (zero and one), and next using a small number of additional independence tests of higher order (but keeping this order as low as possible), tries to reduce the computational complexity of the learning process and increase the reliability in the learned structure. We also explore the use of conditional independence tests of order zero and one to approximate a causal ordering of the variables in the model. This ordering can be used to reduce considerably the search space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 we brie¯y recall how independence statements can be represented in belief networks and some general ideas about the learning of these structures. In Section 2 we describe a new approach for learning, mainly based on an intensive use of conditional independence tests of low order. Section 3 describes some preliminary experiments with the new method. Section 4 contains the concluding remarks. Finally, Appendix A contains the proofs of all the results stated in the paper.
Preliminaries
Belief networks [25] allow us to represent our knowledge about a given domain by means of directed acyclic graphs. In an abstract way, a belief network can be considered as a representation of a Dependency Model, i.e., a pair M U Y I, where U is a set of variables 1 and I is a rule which assigns truth values to the predicates IX Y Y j Z (read`X is independent of Y, given Z'), where X, Y and Z are disjoint subsets of variables in U. The intended interpretation of IX Y Y j Z is that having observed Z, no additional information about X could be obtained by also observing Y. A criterion for testing independence statements is an essential component of any dependency model. For example, a probability distribution can be considered as a dependency model, where the predicate I is de®ned through the concept of stochastic independence, i.e., IX Y Y j Z holds if and only if P x j yY z P x j z, whenever P yY z b 0, for every instantiation xY yY z of the subsets of variables X Y Y Y Z, respectively. Throughout the paper, subsets of variables will be denoted by capital letters, whereas single variables will be represented by lowercase letters. The connection between belief networks and dependency models may be stated by means of the so-called d-separation criterion [25, 33] , which may be considered as a graphical de®nition of conditional independence (which turns a belief network into a dependency model itself). De®nition 1.1. Given a directed acyclic graph q, a trail g (a trail in a directed graph is a sequence of adjacent nodes, the direction of the arrows does not matter) from node x to node y is said to be blocked by the set of nodes , if there is a node z P C such that, either · z P Z and arrows of g do not meet head to head at z, or · z T P Z, nor has z any descendants in , and the arrows of g do meet head to head at z. A trail that is not blocked by is said to be opened by .
De®nition 1.2 @dEseprtion)
. Let , and be three disjoint subsets of nodes in a dag q. Then, and are said to be d-separated (or graphically independent) by , and this is denoted by hX Y Y j Zi G , if all trails between the nodes in and the nodes in are blocked by . Otherwise, and are graphically dependent, given .
The skeleton of a dag q is the undirected graph obtained from q by replacing the arrows by edges. When we speak about cycles in a dag, we always refer to undirected cycles in the skeleton of q (a dag cannot contain directed cycles). Note that in a dag every cycle must contain at least one hed to hed onnetion, i.e., a subgraph of the form x 3 z 2 y; the middle node in a head to head connection is called a hed to hed node.
We say that IX Y Y j Z is a conditional independence statement of order k if the cardinality of the conditioning set is equal to k. 1 In this paper we only consider discrete variables with a ®nite domain of values.
A belief network may also represent quantitative knowledge. Let us suppose that this knowledge is probabilistic. In that case, for each variable, x i , we need a family of conditional probability distributions P x i j px i , where x i represents any assignment of values to the variable x i , Px i is the parent set of x i in the network, and px i denotes any assignment of values to the variables in the set Px i . Then, the joint probability distribution, , can be obtained by means of the following expression:
If we start out from a joint probability distribution (a dependency model), we can look for a belief network q that is a`good' graphical representation of .
In that case, we may ®nd dierent situations [25] : if every d-separation condition in q corresponds to a valid conditional independence relationship in , then q is said to be an sEmp of ; if every conditional independence relationship in corresponds to a d-separation condition in q, then q is a hEmp of ; ®nally, if q is both an I-map and a D-map of , then we say that q is a perfet mp of and that is dgEisomorphi. For structural learning it is commonly assumed that there exists a perfect map associated with the underlying probability distribution of the data.
Learning belief networks
In general, learning from data involves a search from an exponential number of network structures. Regardless of the methodology used to guide the search process, two problems have to be considered [6] : · mple omplexity, related to the number of cases required for training.
With a large sample, we have more con®dence on the reliability of the learned model, but greater complexity to process the data. Some results from computational learning theory [15] show that, under many conditions, learning a model close to the`true' model is possible when the sample size increases exponentially with the number of variables involved in the problem. This learning is possible by many algorithms that asymptotically converge to thè truth'. With a more realistic medium-sized sample, some algorithms should perform better than others, depending on how well their particular biases align with the`true' model. · gomputtionl omplexity, related to the time or space required for optimization. Given that there is an exponential number of possible networks, it should not be surprising that the learning process is a NP-Hard problem [11] . Learning can be considered as a maximization problem where we intend to ®nd a network which maximizes some quality measure or scoring metric (sample likelihood, entropy, Bayesian, description-length, etc. [12, 16, 22, 28] ) re¯ecting the goodness-of-®t of the structure to the model. A dierent approach is obtained when independence criteria are used to learn the network [8, 10, 13, 14, 25, 26, 29, 30] . Those algorithms attempt to recover the network that represents most of the independences observed in the data. Finally, there are also hybrid algorithms that combine conditional independence and scoring metrics [3, 27, 31] . Greedy algorithms, iterated local search or branch and bound techniques (among others) have been employed to guide this search.
As learning belief networks is a NP-Hard problem, in order to make easier the learning process, the use of previous information about the model can be helpful to recover it. This previous information may be of dierent types: For instance, consider that we know an ordering h among the variables in the model [3, 10, 12, 20, 25, 32] , or that some variables are causally connected [22, 32] , or that we know some properties about the structure of the model to be recovered [7, 8, 30] , etc. This knowledge might be included in the learning algorithm in order to reduce (some times considerably) the search space. Usually, this information is obtained from an expert in a large elicitation process. However, the development and the use of speci®c tools allowing to include`a priori' knowledge is welcome.
In this paper, our interest is focused on studying the methods based on independence criteria for learning the network structure. However, these methods present two main drawbacks: (1) they may need an exponential number of conditional independence tests (related with the computational complexity problem) and (2) these tests involve a great number of variables (related to both the sample 2 and computational complexity 3 problems).
A learning algorithm based on conditional independence tests of low order
In this section we describe the proposed learning algorithm. As we have already said, it belongs to the family of independence-based (also called constraint-based) algorithms. In order to reduce the two aforementioned problems of these algorithms, we intend to use, as much as possible, conditional independence tests of low order, involving less variables and thus increasing the sample cardinality for each possible outcome. In this way, the output of each test may be quite reliable without the need of having an enormous amount of data.
Outline of the algorithm
At a ®rst step, we shall use only zero-and ®rst-order conditional independence tests. The information provided by these tests will allow us to ®x a prior graphical model (by removing from an initial complete graph those arcs whose terminal nodes display an independence relationship of order 0 or 1), thus reducing the search space. Then, the problem is simpli®ed to look for a subgraph of this prior graph that re¯ects (as much as possible) the independence statements in the sample. Also, this model could be used as the starting point for other learning algorithms based on scoring metrics [18] .
Next, and once again using only the information about conditional independences of order 0 and 1 (shortened, 0±1 independences), the algorithm will be able to remove from the prior graph some additional arrows and ®xing some other arrows as permanent.
Finally, once we cannot extract more information from the 0±1 independences, the algorithm will have to use a polynomial number (quadratic, in the worst case) of conditional independence tests of order greater than 1, but always trying to keep this order as low as possible. This is achieved by using d-separating sets of minimum cardinality.
To further reduce the computational complexity problem by using some kind of previous information, our algorithm will start from an ordering among the variables, which can be obtained, for example, from an expert; alternatively, this ordering could be automatically constructed using a speci®c algorithm [5, 9] ; more about this will be said in Section 2.7. As we have already commented in Section 1, an ordering of the variables is a common requirement for many learning algorithms.
There are other independence-based learning algorithms that are concerned about the problem of performing independence tests of high order [10, 30] . PC [30] tests for conditional independences of higher order only if all the tests of lower order (not discarded yet) have been previously checked. It progress systematically from low order to high order tests. The algorithm in [10] creates a draft of the network based on mutual information (which is roughly equivalent to use marginal independence tests). Then it`thickens' and`thins' the graph using conditional independence tests of (approximately) minimum size.
However, these two algorithms do not exploit all the information provided by low order tests. The ®rst step of our algorithm carries out more tests (all the independence tests of order 0 and 1) but this fact allows it to reduce the number of tests of higher order which are necessary at the ®nal step. Our algorithm is able to use the 0±1 independences not only to remove those arcs linking nodes displaying an independence relationship of order 0 or 1, but also to remove some additional arcs whose terminal nodes exhibit more complicated patterns of independence. Moreover, our algorithm can also ®x some arrows, so that it is not necessary to perform additional tests of higher order to decide about their inclusion in the network. We decided to use conditional independences of order 0 and 1 because they are highly expressive for a great amount of models, and specially for those that can be well represented by sparse graphs. Thus, our algorithm should be quite ecient when the database has a sparse underlying network (as it is usually the case for real world applications). In fact, this kind of independence relationships is enough to characterize completely some types of dependency models (those isomorphic to singly connected graphs [7] and simple graphs [8] ). Therefore, it seems worth striving for studying how these independence relationships can be used in order to learn more general models. Nevertheless, it is clear that the information obtained only from the 0±1 independences does not allow us to accurately learn a general dag. For that reason the last step of our algorithm has to perform some other tests of order greater than one, but the order of these additional tests is as low as possible because we use a procedure based on ®nding minimum d-separating sets.
As it is usual for many independence-based learning algorithms [7, 8, 10, 26, 29, 30] , and in order to simplify the exposition, we shall also suppose that the dependency model underlying the database is dag-isomorphic. 4 
Learning the prior graphical model
We shall use the following notation: Let M U Y I be a dependency model. I M 0À1 denotes the set of true 0±1 independences in w, i.e., I M 0À1 fIxY y j YY IxY y j zY xY yY z P U gX Given any dag q, I G 0À1 denotes the set of 0±1 graphical independences that can be obtained (via d-separation) from q
The algorithm takes as the input the set of 0±1 independences, I M 0À1 , which can be obtained easily from a data set. These independence statements are used to learn the skeleton of the prior model ( Fig. 1 expresses this idea) , i.e., an undirected graph, denoted by G 0À1 , such that the edge x±y does not belong to G 0À1 if and only if IxY y j Y or IxY y j z (for some variable z)
Assuming that a perfect ordering 5 is known, the undirected graph can be directed using this ordering h: If x À y P G 0À1 , and hy`hx then direct the edge as y 3 x. It can be easily proven that the directed graph G 
Now, the problem is to look for a subgraph of G h 0À1 which is a minimal I-map of the model. Observe that the search space could have been considerably reduced.
In the next two sections we shall see how the set of 0±1 independences can also be used to remove and ®x some arrows from the graph G h 0À1 .
Removing arrows
We are trying to answer the following question: gn it e gurnteed tht ny dependene in the grph G h
0À1 is vlid deE pendene in the modelc
The answer is no. Let us consider the following example, where the graph in the left-hand side of Fig. 2 represents the original model. Then, the right-hand side displays the learned graph G h 0À1 . Looking at this ®gure we ®nd that x 1 and
, whereas these two variables are (marginally) independent in the original model.
The reason for this behavior is that, since we are using only partial information, some non-necessary edges inducing false dependences can be found in G h 0À1 . This reasoning gives us a rule for detecting, and also removing, some false arrows from G h 0À1 (as x 5 3 x 6 in Fig. 2 (II) ): This result allows us to iteratively remove additional arrows from the current graph (the starting graph is G h 0À1 , which is an I-map by virtue of Proposition 1) without performing conditional independence tests of order greater than 0 or 1: whenever we remove an arrow of q and ®nd a new 0±1 d-separation statement (which was not true in q) that corresponds with a true independence statement in the model, we are sure that this arrow is super¯uous and can be removed permanently.
Fixing arrows
Now, the question we are considering is: sing the sme set of H±I independenesD n some rrows in G h 0À1 e fixed without doing new independene testsc Let us consider the following example (see Fig. 3 ). From left to right we show the original model w, the learned graph G h 0À1 and the graph
, which does not hold in the model (IxY y j w T P I M 0À1 ). So, the arrow x 3 y is necessary in the graph, in order to preserve a true dependence relationship in the model. Therefore, it can be ®xed in the graph as a permanent arrow. The following proposition formalizes this idea. Proposition 3. vet q e n sEmp of dgEisomorphi dependeny model w,
0À1 then the rrow y 3 x elongs to ny sEmp of w inluded in q.
By virtue of the previous result, if after removing (provisionally) an arrow from the current graph, we ®nd a 0±1 d-separation statement which does not correspond with a true independence statement in the model, we can safely ®x this arrow as permanent (i.e., it is not necessary to try to remove it in subsequent steps). ) and these arrows can be correct arrows or not, i.e., although the graph obtained after these steps (let us call it G ho 0À1 ) is always an I-map of the model, it may be a non-minimal I-map. So, it is necessary to do a further step to solve this uncertainty.
Using d-separating sets of minimum cardinality
Given that we know an ordering h of the variables, a direct approach could be to search for the boundary strata [33] for each node x in the graph, that is to say, we would need to ®nd a minimal subset B x , B x Pred h x, such that IxY Pred h x n B x j B x holds in the model, where Pred h x is the set of nodes that precede x in the ordering h. Finding such subsets B x guarantees that the graph formed by designing, for each x, the variables in the set B x as it parents, is a minimal I-map. The use of the 0±1 independences allows us to restrict the search for B x to subsets of the parent set, Pax, of node x in G ho 0À1 , since B x Pax. Also, the minimal I-mapness is guaranteed.
This approach has two main drawbacks: First, each one of these independence statements involves all the variables that precede x in the ordering, and therefore the independence test will take an exponential time (and its result will be quite unreliable); second, the search for such subset B x (i.e., the number of tests we have to carry out) is exponential in the cardinality of Pax.
In order to reduce the number of independence tests and also trying to reduce the size of the d-separating sets, we propose the following approach (in [3] , a similar approach was used to develop a hybrid learning algorithm): Given two nodes x and y such that there exists an arrow y 3 x in G instead of trying to ®nd the set B x , we could use the set of minimum size that still d-separates x and y in G ho 0À1 n fy 3 xg, denoted by S m xY y. Of course, ®nding this set will take some additional cost, but it will be compensated by decreasing the number of independence tests needed (and in general, by also decreasing the size of the conditioning set, thus increasing the reliability of the result). The method we use for eciently ®nding the set S m xY y is described in [1, 2] .
Therefore
For example, consider a model that can be represented by the graph in Fig. 4 . The graph G ho 0À1 is displayed in Fig. 5 , where solid lines represent the arrows that have been previously ®xed (using Proposition 3) and dashed lines represent arrows that still are candidates to be removed or ®xed from the graph.
Let us suppose that we are considering the arrow A 3 G (in Fig. 5 ) for being ®xed or removed. In that case, we perform the following steps: (1) Construct G It must be noted that the ordering in which the arrows are considered is relevant for the cardinality of the separator set and also for the number of tests that we need to carry out. 7 For instance, consider again the model represented in Fig. 5 . Let us suppose that we select the arrows in the ordering
In Table 1 we present the results obtained in this step: The ®rst column represents the ordering in which the arrows are considered, second column represents the minimum separator set and the third column shows the action (fix or remove an arrow) executed. Thus, using d 1 we only need to do four conditional independence tests, each one of order two, and the arrows F 3 G and E 3 G can be ®xed without making independence tests, using Proposition 3. On the other hand, using d 2 we need to make six independence tests and the cardinality of the conditioning sets has also increased. Table 1 Comparing orderings
Do not confuse this ordering with h. Now we are referring to the ordering in which the arrows are examined by the procedure based on Proposition 4. 8 As the head node of all the arrows is the same, q, we identify an ordering of arrows with an ordering of the nodes in PaG.
The algorithm
It is necessary to remark that the proposed methodology requires an intensive use of zero-and ®rst-order conditional d-separation tests: Each time an arrow is tentatively suppressed from the current graph (trying to decide whether to ®x or to remove it) all the d-separation relationships of order 0 and 1 in the reduced graph have to be calculated. However, the number of d-separation tests needed can be reduced considerably if we organize the calculations appropriately to bene®t from the ordering h, i.e., learning the structure in an incremental way, progressing node by node using the ordering.
Thus, after computing all the 0±1 independences from the database and building the graph G h 0À1 , we proceed as follows: to decide, for each arrow p 3 x in G h 0À1 , whether the arrow can be either removed or ®xed, instead of computing all the 0±1 d-separation statements in G h 0À1 n fp 3 xg, we only calculate those 0±1 d-separation statements involving nodes in Pred h x fxg 9 (and compare them with the corresponding 0±1 independence statements). This is equivalent to apply the results in Propositions 2 and 3 to the subgraph induced by the set Pred h x fxg. Moreover, in case that the arrow p 3 x can be neither removed nor ®xed, as the minimum d-separating set of x and p always belongs to Pred h x [1], the result in Proposition 4 can also be applied to the subgraph induced by Pred h x fxg. A sketch of the proposed learning algorithm is displayed in Fig. 6 . 9 For this purpose, a speci®c algorithm that performs such computation eciently has been designed. Anyway, the time needed for computing these d-separation statements may be considerably lesser than the exponential time necessary for doing independence tests which, in general, have to consult the whole database. 
Searching a good ordering of the variables
We have already stated that the use of previous information about the model to be recovered helps to reduce the computational complexity problem. Particularly, our algorithm assumes that a perfect ordering between the variables is known. In this section we present an algorithm that allows us to recover a`good' (topological) ordering of the variables.
In previous sections we showed that the of 0±1 independences are highly representative for a great amount of models and how their use can reduce considerably the search space for learning belief networks. Now, we shall see how these independence statements can also be used for searching a topological ordering. If we intend to learn a perfect ordering, h, then we ®nd that this problem is similar to the problem of learning belief networks, and therefore it is time consuming [5, 23] . However, it is possible to obtain a`good' ordering, not necessarily optimal, by means of genetics algorithms, where the ®tness operator is based on the set of 0±1 independences [9] .
The initial step is similar to the one considered in the learning algorithm above, i.e., given a model, use the set of 0±1 independences, I M 0À1 , to obtain a skeleton of the model: the undirected graph G 0À1 . For example, let us suppose that the original model can be represented by the graph (I) in Fig. 7 . In this case, the set of 0±1 independences is I M 0À1 fIx 2 Y x 3 j x 1 g. 10 This step gives the undirected graph (II) in Fig. 7 as the output. 10 Also included in this set is the symmetric independence relationship, i.e., Ix 3 Y x 2 j x 1 . In a second step, a genetic algorithm is used with the purpose of getting thè optimal' ordering. Each chromosome in the genetic algorithm encodes an ordering of the variables. Given a chromosome h i , we direct the skeleton in the following way:
If x À y P G 0À1 and h i x`h i y then direct the edge as x 3 yX
In our example, we are considering the orderings h 1 f1Y 2Y 3Y 4g, h 2 f2Y 3Y 4Y 1g, h 3 f1Y 2Y 4Y 3g and h 4 f3Y 1Y 2Y 4g. The graphs (III)±(VI) in Fig. 7 will be obtained after directing G 0À1 using the previous orderings.
The ®tness criterion we use is the degree, gh, in which, after directing G 0À1 according to the ordering h (obtaining a dag G h 0À1 ), the 0±1 independences are preserved in the dag. More precisely, we use the following measure:
where IxY y j Ã takes the value 1 if x and y are independent (marginal or conditionally) and the value 0 otherwise, and similarly hxY y j Ãi takes the value 1 if x and y are d-separated in the directed graph and the value 0 otherwise; represents the logic exclusive-or operator. Therefore, gh 0 means that I M 0À1
and the directed graph have the same set of zero-and ®rst-order dependence and independence relationships. The genetic algorithm will search for those orderings that minimize the ®tness criterion. For the example in Fig. 7 we have
and gh 4 0, thus h 1 and h 4 are the best orderings. In general, the ordering produced by the genetic algorithm is a very good approximation of a topological ordering of the original graph (if this graph is sparse) [9] . Anyway, the use of an expert checking this ordering might be useful.
Experiments
First, let us consider a simple but illustrative example, where the number and the order of the conditional independence tests that our algorithm needs to learn the dag-isomorphic model displayed in Fig. 8 is compared with those ones needed by the PC algorithm [30] . PC is one of the most competitive algorithms for learning belief networks, among those based on conditional independence criteria. PC starts from a complete graph, then thins that graph by removing edges with zero-order conditional independence relationships, thins again with ®rst-order conditional independence relationships, and so on. The set of variables conditioned on needs only be a subset of the set of variables adjacent to one or the other of the variables conditioned. Table 2 displays the number of tests carried out by the two algorithms for the model in Fig. 8 (for this case, depending on the ordering in which pairs of nodes are examined, PC needs a dierent number of tests; Table 2 gives the worst and best cases).
Observe that our algorithm carries out both less number of tests and of lower order than PC.
In order to analyze the performance of the proposed learning algorithm in a more complex and realistic situation, we have selected the Alarm network [4] . Fig. 9 shows this hand-constructed belief network (37 nodes and 46 arrows) used for diagnosis in a medical domain. This network has been considered as a benchmark for evaluating learning algorithms.
The idea of the ®rst (rather unrealistic) experiment with Alarm is to compare the number and size of the conditional independence tests (of order greater than one) needed by our learning algorithm with those needed when an`ideal' (independence-based) learning algorithm is used. Both algorithms will start from the graph G h 0À1 (containing 101 arrows). Previously, we shall describe such ideal' process: Consider that given two variables in the model as the input, aǹ oracle' can give, as the output, the true minimal separator set in the rel model Table 2 Comparison with PC
Order
Number of tests that would make the two variables (conditionally) independent. This implies, of course, that this oracle knows the real model to be recovered. In order to remove those arrows that do not belong to the Alarm network (the real model) the`ideal' algorithm would need 55 conditional independence tests (54 of order two and 1 of order three). For example, to remove the arrow 22 3 11 from G h 0À1 we would test that I11Y 22 j f31Y 32g holds. Now, we shall consider the number and the order of the conditional independence tests used by our learning algorithm. As it was commented in Section 2.5, given a node x, the ordering in which its potential parents Pax are considered is relevant to our purpose. In all the experiments we used the following heuristic rule: elet the node p in Pax hving minimum rdinlity seprtor set S m pY x. sf there exists tieD selet the node p suh thtD y removing the rrow p 3 x from the grphD mke it possile to derese the size of some set S m p i Y xY p i P Pax.
The obtained result is the following: All the arrows that actually belong to the Alarm network have been ®xed (using Proposition 3) is some step of the algorithm (performing no additional tests for this purpose). So, we only need to perform 55 conditional independence tests: 40 of order two, 14 of order three and, ®nally, 1 of order four. Comparing these results with the ones obtained by the`ideal' process, we use in the 74% of times a minimum cardinality conditional independence test, whereas when we need greater separating sets we only have to use one (14 times) or two (once) additional variables. These results give us an idea of the performance of the proposed algorithm (in an ideal situation, i.e., assuming that the results of the independence tests are never wrong), with respect to the number and the order of the independence tests necessary.
The following experiments aim to test our algorithm in more realistic circumstances. We use four databases DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 obtained by selecting, respectively, the ®rst 5000, 6000, 7000 and 10 000 cases of the original Alarm data set [19] .
In order to obtain the conditional independence statements from the databases, we use the mutual information test [21] . It uses the Kullback±Leibler cross-entropy, which measures the mutual information (or degree of dependence) between variables x i and x j conditioned to the set of variables
where represents the probability distribution estimated from the database.
distribution with jZjjx i j À 1jx j j À 1 degrees of freedom, where x is the number of cases in the database and jH j represents the number of possible values for the set of variables r. In our experiments, the con®dence level is set to 99%.
In our following experiment we still consider that a perfect ordering of the variables is previously known (the parents of any node x in the Alarm network appear before x in the ordering). Therefore, our algorithm takes a database of cases and the ordering as the input and gives the structure of the learned network as the output.
Before presenting the experimental results, it is necessary to take into account the following fact: To safely ®x and remove arrows from the graph G h 0À1 using only 0±1 independences, it is necessary that G h 0À1 is an I-map of the model (as prescribed by Propositions 2 and 3). However, this condition may be false when we obtain the independence statements from a database. For example, considering the database with 10 000 cases (DB4), the marginal mutual information for nodes 21 and 31 is 7 Â 10 À6 . So, these variables are considered as marginally independent and the arrow 21 3 31 is removed in the initial step. Moreover, both nodes 21 and 10 are also found to be marginally independent of any other node. This fact makes the statement h21Y 22 j 31i true in the graph, whereas testing the corresponding relationship I21Y 22 j 31 in the model (the database) produces a dependence statement (the mutual information is 0X0016). In other words, the graph is not an I-map of the model. In these circumstances, if we would apply Proposition 3 we would have to (erroneously) ®x all the arrows in G h 0À1 (because after removing any arrow we would ®nd a 0±1 d-separation statement which does not correspond with a true independence). To solve this problem, when removing and ®xing arrows using 0±1 independences we will proceed, in a heuristic way, by considering (momentarily) that all the 0±1 independences represented in the graph G h 0À1 are valid independence statements in the model (i.e., we proceed as if G h 0À1 were an I-map of the model). Table 3 summarizes the obtained results, where we are considering the original Alarm network as the reference in the comparison. In all the experiments we have lost two true arrows (21 3 31Y 12 3 32) since these variables become marginally independent in the databases. Also, using DB3, an additional arrow was included, because the independence test I27Y 9 j 29 failed on this database. In Table 3 we show the mutual information values obtained.
In Table 4 we present the number and the order of the conditional independence tests needed. Second column represents the number of arrows in G h 0À1 after removing all the 0±1 independence statements (no additional arrow has been removed using these independences). Third column represents the number of ®xed arrows in this step. Columns 4±7 represent the number of tests carried out, of orders 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, when we do not use any speci®c criterion to determine the ordering in which the parents of a given node are examined. Finally, the last two columns represent the number of tests needed when we use the aforementioned heuristic rule. As it could be expected, the number and the order of the conditional independence tests have been considerably reduced by using this heuristic rule. For example, instead of testing I22Y 11 j 31Y 13Y 35Y 15Y 34 we test I22Y 11 j 31Y 34.
In the next experiment we do not assume any knowledge about the causal ordering of the variables. In that case, we use the ordering obtained by the Table 3 Mutual information values for missing and added arcs
Database
Missing arcs Added arcs 21 3 31 12 3 32 27 3 9 DB1 6 Â 10 Table 4 Results of the experiment using a perfect ordering genetic algorithm described in Section 2.7. The parameters used when running the algorithm were: population size 61, crossover probability 1, mutation probability 0.05 and number of generations 1000. Table 5 shows the ®tness values (percentage of 0±1 independences preserved) for the best orderings obtained by the genetic algorithm, for each database.
It is necessary to remark that there are many dierent orderings having the same ®tness value. The values in Table 5 has been reached by the following ordering:
Moreover, two general comments about the orderings obtained in our experiments must be done: (i) There is no preference on the relative ordering among variables 35Y 15Y 34 (all the orderings produced by changing just the relative positions of these variables attain the same ®tness value). This is because there are not 0±1 independence relationships among these variables.
(ii) Variables 29 and 9 should precede variable 27 in the ordering (although variable 27 precedes both variables 29 and 9 in the Alarm's original ordering): if it is not the case, then the ®tness value decreases to approx. 81%. The reason is that the 0±1 dependence relationships between both variables, 29 and 9, and many of the variables which are ancestors of 27 in the original Alarm network are not re¯ected in our databases.
The structure of the networks learned using these orderings is strongly related with the two facts above. In the comparison we take as the reference the network learned by our algorithm when using the`correct' ordering. Considering (ii), we found that the edge 27±29 was inverted in all the experiments (for DB3, we also got the arrow 9 2 27). Depending on the speci®c ordering being used, some other arrows can be inverted with respect to the original Alarm network; however, they are not incorrectly inverted because give rise to isomorphical structures (for example, using the ordering above, we get the arrow 4 3 19; note that the direction of this arrow does not matter).
On the other hand, considering (i) and the dierent relative orderings of the variables 35Y 15 and 34, for DB4 (for the other databases the results are 20, 29, 21, 28, 17, 18, 31, 37, 23, 25, 24, 36, 22, 34, 10, 35, 12, 32, 1, 30, 33, 13, 15, 26, 11, 9, 2, 3, 4, 27, 14, 16, 6, 7, 8, 19, 5 similar), we obtain the results displayed in Table 6 . On the average, we add 2.16 edges, miss 0.66 edges and invert 1.83 edges.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have explored the potentiality and expressiveness of low order conditional independence relationships to the development of learning algorithms for belief networks. There exist several reasons to take this approach. The ®rst one is reliability: as marginal independences involve only two variables and conditional independences of order one involve three variables, the independence values are highly reliable when they are tested from a medium-sized database. The second reason is eciency: there exist On 2 independence values for IxY y j Y and On 3 values for IxY y j z (and these values can be computed eciently). We have shown that the information provided by conditional independence tests of order 0 and 1 can be used, not only to remove arrows whose terminal nodes exhibit this kind of independences, but also to remove additional arrows linking nodes displaying higher order independence relationships, as well as to determine a set of arrows that necessarily must belong to the network. We have proposed a learning algorithm that exploits all the information provided by the set of 0±1 independences. Our algorithm also needs to use a number of independence tests (at most On 2 ) of order greater than one, but this number may be quite small for sparse graphs; moreover, the priority is always given to low order tests. We believe that our method to maintain the order of the tests as low as possible, based on d-separating sets of minimum cardinality, is quite useful (the cost of calculating these sets compared with the cost of performing higher order tests is minimum). Our algorithm guarantees ®nding a perfect map of the dependency model, provided that the model is dag-isomorphic and we start from a perfect ordering of the variables (and assuming valid statistical decisions).
The preliminary experiments show that our learning algorithm may be quite ecient and competitive with other existing algorithms, even in those cases where the theoretical conditions which guarantee its soundness are not satis®ed. Nevertheless, a more systematic experimentation is necessary to reach de®nitive conclusions. For future work, we also plan to study conditions of applicability of our algorithm weaker than dag-isomorphism, as well as heuristic rules to determine the ordering in which arrows have to be examined in order to be ®xed or removed. Proposition 1. vet G M e dg ssoited to dgEisomorphi dependeny model wD nd let h e n ordering omptile with the topologil ordering indued y G M . vet us define the grph G h 0À1 s followsX G h 0À1 fy 3 x j x À y P G 0À1 and hy`hxgX hen G h 0À1 is n sEmp of w.
Proof. Let us suppose that, for some nodes xY y and some subset r, it is hxY y j H i G h Proof. Let us prove the result for the case in which the new 0±1 d-separation statement found in G Ã is a marginal d-separation, i.e., we assume that for some pair of nodes u and v it is huY v j Yi G Ã , XhuY v j Yi G and IuY v j Y (the case huY v j wi G Ã , XhuY v j wi G and IuY v j w can be proven analogously).
Let us suppose that G Ã is not an I-map. Then, as q is an I-map, the arrow y 3 x must belong to the minimal I-map included in q (which in this case coincides with the perfect map G M , since w is dag-isomorphic).
From XhuY v j Yi G we deduce that in q there is a trail g linking u and v without head to head nodes. If y 3 x does not belong to g, then g is also a trail without head to head nodes in G Ã , hence XhuY v j Yi G Ã , in contradiction with the hypothesis. So, the arrow y 3 x belongs to g.
On the other hand, as y 3 x P G, this arrow was not removed when testing 0±1 independences, so that we have XIyY x j Y and XIyY x j c Vc. Moreover, we know that in G Ã there are not 0±1 d-separations which correspond with false 0±1 independence statements (I G Ã 0À1 I M 0À1 ); therefore, we deduce XhyY x j Yi G Ã and XhyY x j ci G Ã Vc. So, in G Ã (and also in G M ) there is at least a trail h from x to y without head to head nodes. By composing h with g (excluding y 3 x) we get another trail from u to v in G Ã . As this trail has to contain at least a head to head node and neither g nor h contain it, the head to head node has to be the node t where the two trails join. The situation is as follows:
As the arrow a 3 t has not been removed from q, it is XIaY t j Y and XIaY t j c Vc. Therefore, there are trails without head to head nodes linking and t in G M (the arrow a 3 t could be such a trail, in case that a 3 t were a true arrow in G M ). By composing one of these trails from to t with the trail t 3 Á Á Á 3 y and with the arc y 3 x, we get a trail from to x in G M without head to head nodes, i.e., XIaY x j Y.
From XIaY t j c we can reason as follows: we can ®nd (in G M ) a trail C c from to t not blocked by c. For any c which is not one of the nodes in the trail t 3 Á Á Á 3 y 3 x, if we compose C c with this trail, we get a trail linking and x not blocked by c. For any c which is a node in the trail t 3 Á Á Á 3 y 3 x, by composing C c with the trail t 2 Á Á Á 3 x (which does not pass through y) we also obtain a trail from to x not blocked by c. Therefore, we have XIaY x j c Vc.
So, the arrow a 3 x has not been removed by using 0±1 independences. If a 3 x is still an arc of q (and also of G Ã ), then we ®nd in G Ã the trail u À Á Á Á À a 3 x 3 Á Á Á 3 v without head to head nodes, hence XhuY v j Yi G Ã , in contradiction with the hypothesis. If the arc a 3 x has been removed from q, we can repeat the previous reasoning, where now the node plays the role of node y (i.e., XhaY x j Yi G Ã , XhaY x j ci G Ã , F F F) and we would ®nd another node in the trail g, nearer to u than , such that XIbY x j Y and XIbY x j c Vc. By repeating this reasoning we necessarily ®nd a trail in G Ã linking u and v without head to head nodes, thus contradicting the hypothesis. Ã Proposition 3. vet q e n sEmp of dgEisomorphi dependeny model w, y 3 x n rrow in q nd G Ã G n fy 3 xg. sf I G Ã 0À1 T I M 0À1 then the rrow y 3 x elongs to ny sEmp of w inluded in q.
Proof. Let huY v j Yi G Ã or huY v j wi G Ã be d-separation statements which belong to I G Ã 0À1 but do not correspond with true independence statements in w. Let r be an I-map of w included in q. If y 3 x does not belong to r, then H G n fy 3 xg G Ã . From huY v j Yi G Ã or huY v j wi G Ã we deduce huY v j Yi H or huY v j wi H , and therefore, as r is an I-map, we have IuY v j Y or IuY v j w, in contradiction with the hypothesis. Ã Proposition 4. vet q e n sEmp of dgEisomorphi dependeny model wD y 3 x n rrow in q nd G Ã G n fy 3 xgF vet S m xY y e minimum dEsepE rting set of x nd y in G Ã @iFeFD hxY y j S m xY yi G Ã nd XhxY y j Zi G Ã VZ &S m xY yAF hen IxY y j S m xY y is true if nd only if G Ã is n sEmp of wF Proof. · uffiient ondition. It is immediate, because we have hxY y j S m xY yi G Ã and G Ã is an I-map, hence IxY y j S m xY y. · xeessry ondition. Let P G x be the parent set of x in q. As y P P G x, the parent set of x in G Ã is P G Ã x P G x n fyg. Let us de®ne RxY y P G Ã x n S m xY y. (i) First, we are going to prove that hyY RxY y j S m xY yi G Ã : If it is XhyY RxY y j S m xY yi G Ã , then there exists a trail in G Ã linking y and some node z P RxY y which is not blocked by S m xY y. Therefore, this trail, composed with the arc z 3 x is a trail in G Ã linking y and x not blocked by S m xY y, in contradiction with the hypothesis.
(ii) Second, we are going to prove that hyY RxY y j S m xY yi G : Let us suppose XhyY RxY y j S m xY yi G . Then, there is a trail in q from y to some node z P RxY y not blocked by S m xY y. If the arrow y 3 x does not belong to this trail, then it is also a trail in G Ã not blocked by S m xY y, hence XhyY RxY y j S m xY yi G Ã , in contradiction with the result in (i). On the other hand, if y 3 x is an arrow of the trail, as z P P G Ã x, the trail has to contain at least a head to head node. Consider the head to head node u nearest to x in the trail. In this case, in order to open the trail, u (or one of its descendants) must belong to S m xY y. Then, we have a directed path from x to a node in S m xY y, but this situation is not possible because the nodes in S m xY y have to be ancestors of x [1] .
(iii) Third, it is clear that hxY S m xY y n P G Ã x j P G Ã x fygi G , because the nodes in S m xY y n P G Ã x are ancestors (but they are not parents) of x in q, hence they are d-separated from x by P G x P G Ã x fyg.
(iv) Fourth, let us prove IxY y j P G Ã x: As q is an I-map of w, from the results in (ii) and (iii) we obtain IyY RxY y j S m xY y and IxY S m xY y n P G Ã x j P G Ã x fyg. From IyY RxY y j S m xY y and IxY y j S m xY y we obtain (using the property of omposition, which is true for dag-isomorphic models) IyY fxg RxY y j S m xY y, and now using wek union we get IyY x j S m xY y RxY y IyY x j P G Ã x S m xY y n P G Ã x. From this last statement, together with IxY S m xY y n P G Ã x j P G Ã x fyg, we get (using interE setion) IxY fyg S m xY y n P G Ã x j P G Ã x; now, using deomposition, we obtain IxY y j P G Ã x. Now, we are in position to prove that G Ã is an I-map of w. As q is an I-map, we have IxY Pred h x n P G x j P G x (which may also be expressed as IxY Pred h x n P G x j P G x n fyg fyg). This statement, together with IxY y j P G Ã x (i.e., IxY y j P G x n fyg), produces IxY Pred h x n P G x fyg j P G x n fyg using ontrtion, and this last statement can be expressed as IxY Pred h x n P G Ã x j P G Ã x. For any other node z T x, P G Ã z P G z, hence IzY Pred h z n P G Ã z j P G Ã z is a true independence statement. So, G Ã is an I-map of w. Ã
